Bake Sale

Directions: Next to each sentence, identify whether the underlined portion is a predicate or subject by writing “S” or “P.” Then, determine whether the subject or predicate is single or compound by writing “S” or “C.”

example: Jimmy and Carol are helping with their school bake sale. SC

1. The school is having a bake sale to raise money for a field trip. _____
2. The students voted and chose to go to the zoo for their trip. _____
3. They need to raise $150. _____
4. The students ask their parents to bake a treat to sell. _____
5. The parents baked cookies, cakes, and pies and dropped it off at the school before the bake sale. _____
6. Kendra and Sarah handle the money. _____
7. Leo is in charge of keeping the table full of goodies. _____
8. Paula and Hanson are dancing and holding the sign. _____
9. Manny keeps trying to eat some of the treats without paying. _____
10. The teacher and two parents are there to supervise. _____
11. A lot of people stop to buy the delicious baked goods. _____
12. The students raise enough money to go on their zoo trip. _____
13. After the bake sale, everyone gets to take a treat home for helping with the bake sale. _____